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Richard Bright:  Can we begin by you saying something about your background? 

Antti Revonsuo: I have studied Psychology, Philosophy, Biology, and Neurology at the University of 

Turku, Finland, and graduated from Psychology, as well as did my PhD in Psychology there in 1995. 

Currently I am Full Professor of Cognitive Neuroscience at the University of Skövde, Sweden, and 

part-time Professor of Psychology, University of Turku, Finland. I have done research on 

consciousness since the 1990's, and currently there are about 10 people working in my research 

group on different topics relating to consciousness.  

RB: Your research focusses on altered states of consciousness, and sleep and dreaming in particular. 

First of all, how does current neuroscience define an altered state of consciousness and, secondly, 

what function does dreaming serve in that definition? 

AR: Altered State of Consciousness (ASC) is one of those terms that is difficult to define; it has at 

least 3 different definitions in the literature. In my own work, I have defined it as a state in which the 

subjects experience of the world or of themselves temporarily misrepresents reality (e.g. in the form 

of illusions, distortions, hallucinations, delusions), and this can be recognized by outsiders or by the 

subject of the ASC themselves during or after the experience. An ASC is thus a temporary, 

recognizable distortion of (some aspects of) reality in the subject’s conscious experience, in brief. 

Dreaming is the most commonly occurring and completely, natural, normal, non-pathological ASC. It 

clearly fulfills the definition of an ASC, as during dreaming what we experience does not represent 

reality, but is an immersive hallucination of an entire reality, a simulated world, that we can 

recognize for a dream after we wake up (and in lucid dreams, even during the dream). 

RB: The idea that dreaming is a simulation of the waking world is currently becoming an accepted 

view among dream researchers. There are 3 major theories, Social Simulation Theory (SST), 

Continuity Hypothesis (CH) and the Threat Simulation Theory (TST). What are the main differences 

between these theories? Are there any convergences? 

AR: All the theories share the idea that dreaming is a well-organized mental process, and not just a 

side effect of chaotic random brain activity. CH however differs from the two other theories in that it 

doesn’t give the contents of dream experiences any independent function - Dreaming is merely a 

reflection of our waking experiences, and of the automatic reactivation of the memories of previous 

experiences, because the brain during sleep reorganizes and consolidates our memories. Dreaming 

thus reflects our autobiographical and emotional memories, but does not fulfil any functions, it is 

more like a side effect of some memory-cleaning and organizing functions. 

TST and SST by contrast share an evolutionary perspective to dream function, and both of them 

suggest that our dreams simulate contents and events that were crucial for our survival in human 

evolutionary history. TST accounts in particular for negative dreams and nightmares, explaining 

them as simulated rehearsals of dangerous situations that we need to be well-prepared to handle. 

The most typical threat simulation dream is one where the dreamer is attacked or chased by some 

kind of enemy; human, animal, monster, or natural forces, for example. These types of dangers were 



ubiquitous in our evolutionary past and therefore became the most common and intense types of 

nightmares. 

 

SST accounts in particular for neutral and positive dreams, which are typically full of social 

perception and interaction. Our dreams are not solitary, but most dreams have other (simulated) 

human characters sharing the same dreamed events with us. The suggestion in SST is that dreams 

reactivate and strengthen our important social bonds, and thereby make our social bonds feel 

stronger during wakefulness and boost our sense of belonging together with the people who are 

most important for our survival. We know that during human evolution, social bonds and social 

status in one’s own group were absolutely crucial for an individual’s survival, and social rejection 

might have been fatal. Therefore, it is important to simulate social skills, perceptions, and bonds 

during dreaming.  

RB: How are these theories testable? 

AR: The theories make specific predictions as to what kind of contents should appear in dreams, and 

to what extent. TST also makes the prediction that under heightened real threats or after life 

threatening real situation, threat simulation dreams will become more frequent, to prepare the 

individual for the potentially forthcoming dangers in the real world. These predictions can be tested 

by collecting large numbers of dream reports from appropriate groups of people, and then carrying 

out detailed content analysis of the reports, which means the quantification of the different dream 

contents. Content analysis is thus a quantitative statistical procedure of data analysis, and despite its 

name has absolutely nothing to do with dream interpretation or psychoanalysis.  

RB: What implications do these theories have about the function of consciousness? 

AR: CH has the implication that dream contents don’t have any function, whereas TST and SST have 

the implication that dreaming is an evolved function, universally shared by all humans (and probably 

by all mammals), an automatic brain “program” that simulates important survival skills inside a 

virtual reality created by the brain during REM sleep. 

 RB: In a recent paper, titled The Avatars in the Machine: Dreaming as a Simulation of Social Reality 

(Antti Revonsuo, Jarno Tuominen & Katja Valli) it states that ‘Dreaming not only places us into an 

immersive (virtual) physical reality, but also immerses us into a (virtual) social reality’. The statement 

and use of the words, ‘avatar’, ‘virtual’ and ‘machine’ have certain connotations with computer 

generated representations. Can you explain what is meant by these terms in relation to dreaming? 

AR: Virtual reality technology aims at creating immersive computer-generated experiences, where 

we feel that we are really present inside a world and interact there with real objects and beings. But 

all of that is created inside our brain by stimulating our senses in the appropriate way: Virtual reality 

technology manipulates our conciousness and simulates contents of consciousness. Dreaming also 

manipulates our consciousness, creates the experience of “being there”, an immersive reality where 

we feel a sense of presence. The contents of that reality do not reflect any physical reality; the 

contents are merely virtual, or simulations - just like computer generated realities that we also 

experience as “real”. The people we see and meet in our dreams can seem and behave like their 

counterparts in the real worl, but they are not any real people; they are mere simulated characters, 

or avatars. Both virtual reality technology and dreaming thus manipulate our consciousness into 

feeling being present in physically unreal worlds, that are full of physically unreal objects and person 

(simulations and avatars) but which seem as real as physical reality. This is related to a whole theory 



of consciousness, that I call the World Simulation Metaphor, or the Virtual Reality theory of 

consciousness, which I have been developing since 1995. According to it, all our experiences are 

“virtual”, and even waking experiences are only “telepresence” experiences: we have the 

experiences inside our brains; yet we never feel as if we would live inside our brains; we have an 

“Out-of-the-Brain” -experience, as if we are in direct contact with the “real” physical world. But in 

fact, even our waking perception is just a virtual reality inside the brain, of course guided by our 

senses; providing us with “telepresence” in the “real” world. 

RB: Dreaming has been traditionally defined as an unconscious state, in opposition to waking 

consciousness. However, recent theories have argued that unconscious and conscious states might 

be working cooperatively to the extent that REM sleep dreaming is an altered state of 

consciousness, and that REM sleep dreaming is a protoconscious state, which serves as a blueprint 

for waking consciousness. What are your views on this? 

AR: It is an old terminological confusion that dreaming is classified as an “unconscious” state. It 

relates to old definitions of consciousness, where “consciousness” is defined as “wakefulness”, or as 

“awareness of oneself and the surrounding world” or as “responsiveness to external stimulation”. 

But modern definitions of consciousness refer to consciousness as “subjective experience”, and as 

long as one experiences anything at all, one is conscious. Obviously, during dreaming we have rich, 

vivid, colourful subjective experiences, even though we have no wakefulness, responsiveness, or 

awareness of the surrounding world. So, the old definition must go, so that we can recognize the 

existence of internal consciousness even when it is not connected to the senses or to behavioural 

responses. Recent studies have also shown that patients who look unconscious (don’t respond to 

anything) may still have internal experiences, which also makes the old definition of consciousness 

insufficient and misleading. 

Protoconsciousness is a new theory by Professor Allan Hobson, he believes that consciousness arises 

before birth in fetal REM sleep, as a virtual reality template and rehearsal ground that starts to 

interact with sensory information after birth. The theory is fascinating, but difficult to test 

empirically. We do know that there is a lot of REM sleep before birth, but we don’t know whether 

that is accompanied by some sort of conscious experiences or not, and it is unclear whether that can 

ever be tested, because there is no objective measurement of subjective conscious experiences, at 

least not yet. 

RB: Lucid dreaming is a dissociated state, which involves an unusual combination of hallucinatory 

dream activity and wake-like reflective awareness. Some researchers have suggested it involves a 

specific alteration in brain physiology. What are your thoughts on this? 

AR: Recent studies have provided convincing evidence that lucid dreaming involves the reactivation 

of prefrontal brain areas that normally allow reflective, critical thinking and access to long-term 

memory. This was roughly what was predicted, based on the phenomenology of dreaming and lucid 

dreaming, and on the previously observed prefrontal deactivation during regular REM sleep. Both 

theory and empirical evidence thus provide us with a lot of converging evidence about the nature of 

lucid dreaming and its differences from ordinary dreaming. During lucid dreaming the dreamer is 

inside a simulated unreal world, with the full knowledge that the world around them is not real. The 

question we may ask is: Why does normal dreaming hide this fact from us? My suggestion is that the 

simulation function of dreaming, to rehearse dangerous events etc. would not work properly, if we 

knew that there is no real danger. We have to be deluded about the reality of dreams; otherwise we 

would not take the dreamed events seriously. 



 

 

 

RB: Why are nightmares important? 

AR: They are the paradigm cases of powerful threat simulations. Post-traumatic nightmares (as well 

as nightmares triggered by horror movies) show how reliably our threat simulation mechanism 

works. Being exposed to dangerous events and labelling them with strong fear will make those 

events the targets of powerful, recurrent threat simulation dreams that are difficult to get rid of: 

they come back over and over again. But their purpose is to train us to survive, even if they are 

unpleasant as nocturnal experiences. 

RB: Freud believed that we could learn much about an individual through the interpretation of 

dreams, where dreams are the ‘royal road’ to the unconscious and where the ego's defences are 

lowered, allowing repressed material to come through to awareness. Like Freud, Jung believed that 

dream analysis allowed for a window into the unconscious mind, but unlike Freud, he did not believe 

that that the content of all dreams was necessarily sexual in nature or that they disguised their true 

meaning, instead he concentrated more on symbolic imagery. How do Freud and Jung’s view fit with 

contemporary dream research? Are they outdated?  

AR: Yes, they are very much so. They never carried our anything that we would today count as 

scientific dream research, which involves the systematic collection of high numbers of dream reports 

under highly controlled conditions, and systematic quantitative analyses of dream contents. They 

also made the symbolic assumption, that the dream-as-experienced is merely a disguised or 

symbolic message of some underlying “real” dream. Modern dream research studies dream 

contents as we experience them, not some imagined underlying hidden messages or latent dreams - 

such are not assumed to exist; there is no evidence for them, and they are anyway untestable 

assumptions. Dreams are the products of the neural, cognitive, emotional, and evolutionary brain 

mechanisms activated during sleep, and current dream theories must be consistent with modern 

neuroscience, evolutionary biology, cognitive psychology, consciousness studies, and the contents of 

dreams must be subjected to statistical analyses, not to obscure “dream interpretations”. Dream 

science is now a part of the psychological sciences and neurosciences as much as any other branch 

of science, and thus also it must take into account all that we know about the workings of the brain 

and the mind, and use as advanced methodology as we use in studies of other aspects of the mind-

brain.  

  

 

 


